BlueCats

GNSS Asset Tracking
Outdoor tracking solution

The BlueCats GNSS Asset Tracking solution is
designed to locate assets within large controlled
areas such as parking lots, lay down yards,
construction sites, and mining facilities.
The solution is a seamless integration of BlueCats
BC2500 Tags, ProxPoint, Loop Cloud, and Loop
Mobile. The BC2500 Tag utilizes Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS), which is more robust and
globally scalable than simply using GPS for the
positioning.
This powerful product combination accomplishes
high levels of tracking accuracy (up to 2.5 meters
CEP) and incredible battery life (up to 10 years),
while eliminating the need to buy expensive data
plans that other technologies require.

How it works
The GNSS Asset Tracking solution
provides a simple yet powerful
workflow:
1. In Loop Mobile, associate the
BC2500 Tag with any asset you
wish to track.
2. Place the Tag on the asset,
where it will automatically
acquire a GNSS fix.
3. Once the Tag is within range
of a forwarding device (Loop
Mobile or ProxPoint), it will
transmit the fix to the device
using Bluetooth LE.
4. The forwarding device sends
the fix to Loop Cloud, where it’s
converted into a meaningful
Place, such as “Parking Lot 1,
Spot 2.”
5. Search for either the asset or
Tag using Loop Mobile or Loop
Cloud to view its location.
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Components
BC2500

LOOP MOBILE
Up to 20 meter coverage radius
Loop Mobile is the secret sauce in the GNSS
Asset Tracking solution: a mobile application
that enables you to quickly and easily
associate BC2500 Tags to any asset you
wish to track. It also acts as a forwarding
device, so any BC2500 Tag within range will
have its data forwarded on to Loop Cloud.

The BC2500 Tag acquires its own GNSS fix automatically. Using Loop
Mobile, the Tag can be associated with any asset you wish to track. It
transmits its fix to any BlueCats forwarding device within range.

PROXPOINT

LOOP CLOUD

Up to 28 acre coverage area
In this solution, the ProxPoint acts as a long range, Bluetooth Low
Energy reader. It listens for signals from any BC2500 Tag (or other
BlueCats tags) within range, and forwards that information to Loop
Cloud for processing. It can process and forward information from
thousands of tags, and can be line or solar powered.

Loop Cloud is our powerful cloud-based software. In this solution, it
converts the GNSS fixes from BC2500 Tags into meaningful Places.
These Places, as well as all tagged assets, can be viewed on the Loop
Cloud dashboard.
Loop Cloud also enables you to create your own Places, offering even
greater flexibility in asset tracking.
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How we stack up
Traditional tracker implementation
With traditional asset tracker
implementation, each individual tag has its
own LTE backhaul. This results in:
$

EXPENSIVE DATA PLANS.

• Buying data plans for each LTE connection
makes scaling difficult, costly, or even
impossible.

$
$
$

SHORTER BATTERY LIFE, OR LESS TRACKING.

• Individual LTE transmissions are battery
intensive. This means there is trade-off
between the number of fixes sent per day
and battery life. Fewer fixes per day will
save battery, but this results in less up-todate information on tag position.

$

$

Cell Tower

BlueCats GNSS Asset Tracking
With the BlueCats GNSS Asset Tracking
Solution, individual tags transmit GNSS
fix over Bluetooth LE, with a centralized
backhaul device. This results in:

$

COST SAVINGS IN DATA PLANS.

• There is only one LTE connection per
ProxPoint or Loop Mobile device, which can
transmit GNSS fixes for thousands of tags.

SIGNFICANTLY LONGER BATTERY LIFE.

• By transmitting the GNSS fixes over
Bluetooth LE to the forwarding device, the
BC2500 Tags save significant power and
results in up to 10 years of battery life.

Cell Tower
(or WiFi/Ethernet)

SCALABILITY.

• With affordable data plans, long battery
life, and a modular approach to site
coverage, the GNSS Asset Tracking
solution is scalable for any project.
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